Abstract Discrimination of Lysosomal membrane proteins (LMP's) from folding types of globular (GPs) and other membrane proteins (OtMPs) is an important task both for identifying LMPs from genomic sequences and for the successful prediction of their secondary and tertiary structures. We have systematically analyzed the amino acid frequencies as well as dipeptide count of GPs, LMPs and OtMPs. Based on the above calculated single amino acid frequency combined with dipeptide count information, we statistically discriminated LMPs from GPs and OtMPs. This approach correctly classified the LMPs with an accuracy of 95 %. On the other hand, the amino acid frequency alone can discriminate LMPs with an accuracy of only 79 %. Similarly dipeptide count alone has an accuracy of 87 % for the discrimination of LMPs. Thus the combined information of both amino acid frequencies and dipeptide composition gives us significant high accurate results.
Introduction
Lysosomes are cytoplasmic organelles present in almost all eukaryotic cells, which play a fundamental role in aspects of cellular homeostasis such as membrane repair, autophagy, endocytosis and protein metabolism. LMPs are synthesized as soluble or membrane integrated glycoproteins. These have demonstrated an important role in lysosomal acidification, transport of metabolites resulting from hydrolytic degradation, interaction and fusion with other cellular membrane systems. Mutations that cause lysosomal enzyme deficiencies result in different syndromes, known as Lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs). Most of the LSDs are associated with abnormal brain development and mental retardation. Lysosomal disorders represent a group of at least 40 genetic diseases, each of which results from a deficiency of one or more proteins involved in the degradation of macromolecules in lysosomes. This work emphasizes on the discrimination of LMPs from various other types of membrane proteins as well as globular proteins on the basis of specific characteristics of membrane proteins. Previously most of the machine learning techniques used for the prediction of membrane protein types like Tripathi et al. (2014) used artificial neural network to discriminate LMPs from GPs to OtMPs, Yang et al. predicted membrane protein types on the basis of dipeptide as well as amino acid (AA) composition, Cai et al. (2004) used support vector machine and amino acid composition, Sonnhammer et al. (1998) have used the hidden markov model for predicting topology of membrane protein types. Similarly, Liu et al. (2005) have employed the Fourier spectrum and SVM, while Wang et al. (2004) have used weighted Support vector machine and pseudo amino acid composition. Wang et al. (2006) have used PseAA and stacked generalization. Chou and Shen Shen 2007, 2009 ) developed a web server for the prediction membrane protein types. In this work the large dataset was used and computed the amino acid composition for 20 amino acid residues in GPs, OtMPs and LMPs. We have systematically analyzed the differences and similarities in these groups of proteins and devised a statistical method based on the deviation of amino acid and dipeptide composition for discriminating LMPs. We have tested our approach with several sets of globular proteins, other membrane proteins (OtMPs) belonging to different structural classes and LMPs obtained from well annotated sequences. The predicted results showed an accuracy of 95 % for correctly picking up the LMPs from known annotated sequences. This method is able to exclude up to 87 % of GPs and membrane proteins. These accuracy levels are comparable to or better than other methods previously applied.
Methods

Datasets
The protein sequences were retrieved from the UniProtKB database (http://www.uniprot.org/). This database has the category 'Subcellular location' in which protein sequences are categorized according there subcellular localization in the cell. In this study we have retrieved sets of data for calculating the amino acid composition, identifying LMPs and excluding GPs and OtMPs. The dataset contain 768 proteins of LMPs from lysosome membrane category, 595 OtMPs from membrane protein category and 557 GPs belonging to all structural classes from the cytoplasm category of the database, for computing the amino acid composition of 20 amino acid residues as well as dipeptide calculations of 400 dipeptides. Further, the method was tested with three other datasets: (1) a subset of 27 nonredundant OtMPs sequences with less than 35 % sequence identity: (2) a non-redundant dataset of 49 GPs available in Protein Data Bank with a sequence identity of \25 % (Berman et al. 2000) and (3) a dataset of 17 well-annotated lysosome membrane proteins from the Orientations of membrane proteins in membrane database Lomize et al. (2006) (http://opm.phar.umich.edu/).
Discrimination of protein sequences
The statistical method earlier applied for discriminating membrane proteins by using only amino acid frequency and using dipeptide composition only, with the accuracy 84 and 93 % in both the cases respectively. Here we have inherited their methods, but by combining them together, which shows an increase in efficiency.
Amino acid frequency
The amino acid frequencies for each set of proteins GPs, OtMPs and LMPs considered in this study was computed using the number of amino acids of each type and the total number of residues. It is defined as:
where i stands for the 20 amino acid residues. n i is the number of residues of each type and N is the total number of residues. The summation is over all the residues in all the considered proteins. The total number of residues in the datasets of GPs, OtMPs and LMPs are 197804, 291543 and 333669 respectively.
Dipeptide composition
The composition of all the 400 (20 9 20) dipeptides based on the distribution of amino acid residues along the sequences of each set of proteins GPs, OtMPs and LMPs has been computed using the following expression:
where i, j stands for the distribution of 20 amino acid residues at positions i and i ? 1. N ij is the number of residues of type i followed by the residue j. RN i and RN j are the total number of residues of type i and j, respectively. The total number of dipeptide count in the datasets of GPs, OtMPs and LMPs, are 197227, 290721 and 332882, respectively.
Discrimination of Lysosome membrane proteins
Amino acid frequencies alone are not efficient for discrimination of any proteins, if dipeptide composition information is added for protein sequences than the results significantly improves. We combined both the information of amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition results by just concatenating the two matrices. We have followed the below mentioned steps to discriminate LMPs: (1) calculated the amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition for all three dataset i.e., GPs, OtMPs and LMPs and combine them together in one matrix by simply concatenating them together, where the first column of the matrix is amino acid frequency and rest of the matrix is dipeptide composition matrix, the size of the matrix is now 20 9 21. The difference between the matrices are also calculated (LMP-OtMP) and (LMP-GP); (2) for a new protein, P, the amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition calculated by using Eqs. (1) and (2), concatenate them as told previously and given weights to the matrix of protein M P with (LMP-OtMP) and (LMP-GP), i.e., [M P *(LMP-OtMP)] (3) calculated the sum of weighted [M P *(LMP-OtMP)] matrix and (4) the protein P is predicted to be an LMP if the total weighted amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition is positive and GP or OtMP otherwise.
Self-consistency and jack-knife test methods
The same proteins were used to predict whether each protein is of lysosome membrane proteins or globular or outer membrane type. This method is called self-consistency test (or back-check prediction). For the validity check prediction, followed the procedures that are widely used in the literature for protein secondary structure and solvent accessibility predictions: a set of N proteins is split into equally balanced subsets; parameters are developed on M proteins and then tested on the remaining N-M proteins (Cuff and Barton 1999; Ahmad and Gromiha 2002) ; the procedure is repeated for all subsets of data to obtain the average accuracy. This type of test is known as validitycheck prediction. Further, we performed a jack-knife test using a dataset of 35 LMP sequences, which have \35 % sequence identity with each other. We computed the amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition using 34 LMPs and used this information for assigning the type of the leftout protein.
In these procedures, the tested proteins contain no information about the training set and hence the prediction accuracy obtained with this method is reliable. We have also examined the reliability of our method with two other datasets in which no information is used to derive the amino acid frequency and dipeptide composition. These datasets include (1) 50 non-redundant globular proteins and (2) 55 OtMPs.
Results and discussion
Amino acid frequencies in GPs, OtMPs and LMPs
The amino acid composition for 20 amino acid residues in LMPs, GPs and OtMPs have been computed using Eq. (1) and the results are displayed in Fig. 1 and values in Table 1 (Values in bold indicates higher frequencies of that amino acid). The residues Phe, Leu, Gly, Asp, Glu and Thr show subtle difference amongst the composition of GPs, LMPs and OtMPs. While the composition of Phe, Leu, Cys, Val and Gly are higher in LMPs than OtMPs and GPs, an opposite trend is observed for Tyr, Trp, Gln, Pro and Ala. The formation of disulfide bonds between Cys residues requires an oxidative environment and such disulfide bridges are therefore found in membrane proteins (Branden and Tooze 1999) . The occurrence of Cys is significantly higher in LMPs and OtMPs than in GPs. Glu is a strong helix former (Chou and Fasman 1978) and this tendency influences the higher occurrence of it in GPs than LMPs and OtMPs.
On the other hand, the composition of the residues Trp, Arg and Thr is significantly higher in OtMPs than in GPs (Fig. 1) . The structural analysis of several OtMPs shows that these residues play an important role in the stability and function of OtMPs. We have also analyzed whether any patterns exist between amino acid compositional differences and their characteristics. The difference between the compositions of each amino acid residue in LMPs, GPs and OtMPs is plotted in Fig. 2 . The residues with a negative difference indicate their high preference in LMPs and those with a positive value show their dominance in GPs and OtMP. We observed that Phe, Leu, Gly, Asp, Glu and Thr show significant differences between LMPs and GPs as well as between LMPs and OtMPs. Among the hydrophobic residues, some shows a specific preference for LMPs like Trp and Pro with respect to OtMP. The presence of sulfur-containing residues Cys is higher in LMPs than in GPs. The polar residues have a higher occurrence in GPs than LMPs. The influence of charged residues is interesting; Arg has significantly higher occurrence in OtMPs then in GPs and LMPs while Gln and Tyr has no preference. On the other hand, Lys and Glu occur more often in GPs than in LMPs while an opposite trend is observed for Gly. The occurrence of Pro is less in GPs but higher in LMPs.
Dipeptide composition in GPs, OtMPs and LMPs
The dipeptide compositions for all possible 400 (20 9 20) pairs in LMPs, GPs and OtMPs have been computed using Eq. (2) and the dipeptide compositions of LMPs is presented in Table 2 , while rest of matrices are available in supplementary material. In the Figure 3 shows the higher value of dipeptide as white square, we observed that the occurrence of dipeptides, GQ, WD, LG, FT, WW, SH, TK, RD, RH, MD, WE and KK are significantly higher in LMPs. Interestingly, most of the dipeptides involve the residue Ser, which is one of the most favored residues in OtMPs and plays an important role to the structure and stability (Pautsch and Schulz 2000; Zeth et al. 2000; VandeputteRutten et al. 2001 ). On the other hand, the dipeptides, EE, HH, HP, RE and YP have higher occurrence in GP. It is noteworthy that most of these dipeptides involve the charged residues, Glu and His, which have significantly higher occurrence in GPs compared. Further, we have classified the residues into six groups, aliphatic (Ala, Gly, Ile, Leu and Val), aromatic (Phe, Trp and Tyr), sulfur containing (Cys, Met), polar (Pro, Thr, Ser, Asn and Gln), positively (His, Lys and Arg) and negatively charged (Asp, Glu) residues and analyzed the distribution. The distribution of amino acid residues in a-helical membrane proteins is entirely different due to the presence of the stretch of hydrophobic residues in this class of proteins. As expected that a-helical membrane proteins have higher occurrence of hydrophobic neighbors (AI, IF, IL, LI, LL, LV etc.) than LMPs and OtMPs.
We have analyzed the influence of amino acid residues (Glu, Leu, Cys, Gln, Val and Ser) that show significantly different abundance between LMPs and GPs, i.e., the residues which are rich in LMPs/GPs (Table 1; Fig. 1 ). Leu, Ser and Thr are significantly present in large amount in LMPs. Interestingly, only using these amino acid residues, the LMPs discriminate with the same accuracy as when using all the 20 amino acid residues (95 and 91 % in the dataset of well-annotated sequences and known threedimensional structures, respectively). From Table 1, the amino acid compositions of Ser, Asn, Gln, Thr, Gly, Tyr, Ala, Arg and Leu are higher in OtMPs than in GPs. These nine residues are used to discriminate OtMPs. As expected, these residues could successfully omit globular and membrane proteins (89 and 90.8 %, respectively). On the other hand the residues, which have higher amino acid composition in LMPs than GPs, picked up the LMPs with high accuracy whereas the exclusion of GPs is poor. We have also examined the accuracy of discriminating OtMPs using the amino acid composition of each of the 20 amino acid residues. In this method, the composition of only one amino acid residue used at a time for discrimination and the calculation has been repeated for 20 times. Most of the Dipeptide compositon of LMPs Fig. 3 Dipeptide composition of LMPs, GPs and OtMPs. On the X-axis and Y-axis there are 20 amino acids ''CIMFWYVLRNDEQHKST-PAG'', so X 1 Y 1 is the dipeptide CC, X 1 Y 2 is the dipeptide CI, X 12 Y 12 is the dipeptide EE and so on residues have a predictive ability of 40-65 %. Leu is the best predictor for LMPs and Glu is the best predictor of GPs. Further, we noticed that Ala has the ability of predicting OtMPs and excluding GPs at an accuracy level of about 79. Further for validation of our method we have used sequences of structured proteins from the PDB, the result is shown in Table 3 .
Conclusion
We have systematically analyzed the amino acid sequences of LMPs, GPs, and OtMPs and developed the amino acid frequencies and dipeptide composition parameters for these classes of proteins. The similarities and differences of the 20 9 21 elements between LMPs, GPs and OtMPs have been calculated. This method correctly identified 95 % of the LMPs and excluded up to 88 % of the globular proteins. These accuracy levels are comparable to or better than other previous reported methods. This method could be effectively used to discriminate LMPs and for detecting LMP S in genomic sequences. The preferences of weighted sum of amino acid frequencies and dipeptide composition together between LMPs, GPs and OtMPs have been applied, and this result is further used to identify the LMPs and to exclude GPs and OtMPs. This method correctly identified 95 % of the LMPs and excluded up to 88 % of the globular proteins.
